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 « The Planck data represent the most important 
advance in observations of interstellar magnetic fields 

since the discovery of dust polarization in 1948 » 
represent
the
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‣ Dust polarization probes the interplay between the 
magnetic field and matter because dust emission is a 

tracer of interstellar mass. 

‣ The Planck data offers unprecedented statistics and 
sensitivity. Dust polarization is detected over the whole sky. 

‣ Imaging of dust polarization is essential to understand 
structure formation in the magnetized ISM. 

Overview

Background Dust polarization sky  Highlights 



The dynamics of the ISM

Gravity Magnetic fieldsTurbulence

Egrav << Eturb ⇡ Emag

In the diffuse ISM HI observations and Zeeman measurements show:

(Heiles & Troland 2005)



The dynamics of the ISM

Gravity Magnetic fieldsTurbulence

Open issue: 
How does gravity become the local dominant force to 

allow for Star Formation ?



 Dynamical alignment of gas velocity and magnetic field contributes to gather 
matter along field lines without increasing the magnetic flux (Brandenburg+13) 

Ambipolar diffusion can separate the field from matter. The separation of ions 
and neutrals in gravitationally bound structures  occurs on  a timescale much 

greater than the free-fall timescale  (Zweibel02)  

Magnetic flux maybe destroyed by magnetic reconnection. It may be significant 
      when and where turbulence is dynamically dominant, but this possibility 

proposed by Lazarian & Vishniac (1999) is still debatted.

Structure formation in the magnetized ISM 



Dust emission

Planck collaboration (2014)

Dust opacity



Dust polarization

Planck collaboration (2014)

Polarized dust emission



Magnetic Field Fingerprints

Planck collaboration (2014)



What are we measuring?

R: Rayleigh reduction factor 
(efficiency of grain alignment) 
F: Depolarization factor (change of 
B orientation within the beam) 
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Grain Alignment

Why are grains aligned with the field?
‣ Interstellar grains spin like tops around their 

axis of maximal inertia. Their rotation axis 
precesses around the magnetic field lines. 

‣ Dissipation of precession energy leads to 
alignment with the field.  Alignment may be 
associated with paramagnetic relaxation or 

radiative torques.  H2 formation can also 
locally contribute. 

The degree of grain alignment may vary, but 
it is difficult to discriminate this possibility from 

magnetic field structure



‣Statistical study of the polarization sky 

‣The structure of the magnetic field. 

‣The ratio between the amplitudes of the random and mean 
components of the magnetic field. 

‣Correlation between the structure of matter and that of the 
magnetic field.

What are we learning from Planck?

Planck probes the field structure in the diffuse ISM and in star-
forming molecular clouds, on scales relevant to the formation 

of their filamentary structure. 

It opens a new perspective on the role the magnetic field plays 
on structure formation in the interstellar medium.

PIP XIX, XX, XXXII, XXXIII on Arxiv. More to appear soon. 
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PIP XIX (2014)



Polarization fraction p vs NH

‣ Polarization fraction up to 20%. 
‣ Large dispersion of p at all NH, 

tracing changes in B-field 
orientation and depolarization 
within the beam.  

‣ Sharp decrease of p > 1022 H 
cm-2. Consistent with earlier 
results from ground-based 
observations. It has been 
interpreted by a loss of grain 
alignment in the shielded 
interiors of clouds.

PIP XIX (2014)



Depolarization from Field Structure

The Planck data suggests that depolarization in the diffuse ISM mainly 
results from superposition of signals with different polarization 

directions.  Within this interpretation variations in p are primarly related 
to the field structurePIP XIX (2014)

Dispersion of polarization angle



Comparison with MHD Simulations

Formation of a molecular 
cloud at the interface of two 

converging flows of warm gas

NH

PIP XX (2014)



Filamentary structure of the B-field

d = 30’

PIP XIX (2014)

The polarization angle 
dispersion highlights filamentary 

structure of the magnetic field



Polarized emission at 353 

Filaments have low polarization and no 
counterpart in dust total intensity

Dust polarized emission



S-PASS 2.3 GHz

Iacobelli+14

Similarity with filamentary 
structure observed in 

synchrotron polarized emission 
due to Faraday rotation



Matter/B-field Correlation

Stokes filtered maps (Dif) after 
subtraction of a local background
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Poster and PhD of 
Andrea Bracco



 Turbulent component of magnetic field

 Dif
353 �  BG

353

Models

~B = ~Breg + ~Bturb

‣  Comparing the orientation of the field at two scales: 
structures (~2pc) and background (~40pc)  

‣ Models quantifying the ratio between the strengths of the 
turbulent and mean components of the magnetic field. Best fit 
model for : Bturb/Breg = 0.8

Bturb
Breg

� 

(< ~Bturb >= 0)

(trans-Alfvenic turbulence)



             Matter vs Magnetic Field

 without background subtraction

 with background subtraction

 background

The structures tend to be aligned with the local magnetic field

Projection effects (3D to 2D) are crucial for the interpretation of the shape of 
the distribution!
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E/B DecompositionE"and"B"from"Dust"Polariza3on"
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Example filament (raw 353 GHz data)

Filaments"are"preferen3ally"aligned"with"the"local"direc3on"of"
magne3c"field,"resul3ng"in"more"E>modes"than"B>modes."
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Preliminary

‣ Filaments aligned with their magnetic field  have mainly E-mode 
polarization
‣ The correlation between matter and the field might explain E/B ratio 

of dust polarization
‣ We are investigating this possibility quantitatively



Summary

Planck dust polarization maps reveal the fingerprints of the 
field on matter. 

 The data probes the field structure in the diffuse ISM and in 
star-forming molecular clouds, on scales relevant to the 

formation of their filamentary structure. 

It opens a new perspective on the role the magnetic field plays 
on structure formation in the interstellar medium. 

« The Planck data represent the most important 
advance in observations of interstellar magnetic fields 

since the discovery of dust polarization in 1948 »



Talk:

‣Doris Arzoumanian: Magnetic field geometry of interstellar 
filaments in Planck dust polarization maps 

Posters :

‣Andrea Bracco: The relative orientation between the 
magnetic field and the structures of interstellar dust as seen 
by Planck 

‣Marta Alves: The magnetic field structure in the Rosette 
Nebula 

‣Juan Soler: The role of the magnetic field in the formation of 
structure in molecular clouds as revealed by Planck 

More on B-field
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